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i also thought the tridge got a custompico with it. i dont remember seeing it on there. you know how usually there is no cartridge on there? as far as i know, the custompico is a custom cartridge. its a cart with the case of a game with the circuitry in it. this is all but certain. while the mdmini 2 might have 32mb of ram, the carts have 16mb or so. a custompico is the pre-eternally unplayable game a child is forced to play in school. its basically a big empty blank cartridge with the innards of a game built in. for every game included the cd will be different so i could not buy this for the only game i wanted, you have to buy a collection and not a single game. i could not take the chances to buy it right now when it
is so high in price and i can not wait a month to get it with all the hype i heard about it. confirmed: the cd is not compatible with the model 2, it is intended for the model 3. i have played the original games and they look like they are hacked off from the retail version, so if you add them to the collection the clone games should be easier to find with better graphics. the single player mode plays the classic genesis games in the same fashion they are played in the original. there is an option to switch between the original and the clones in the menu. the difference with the clones is that they lack the sonic 3, sonic cd and sonic 3 & knuckles effects. the menu also lacks the special effects of the genesis. 3 games

were cut, we got 6 new ones added and still have a few games missing. the new games added are sonic 1 & 2, mortal kombat, streets of rage 2 (no new stages) and altered beast. i have played sonic 1-3 a lot of times in mame already but streets of rage 2 and altered beast are new to me and i really enjoy how they worked.
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ido197 @cheesb, 32x wasn't so much a'sort of' extension of the mega cd, but rather its direct descendant. the 32x was meant to give the mega cd something to match the
(lack of) support the genesis had received previously in the 32x market. just because the mega cd wasn't meant to be a 32x doesn't mean it didn't include a 32x slot.
similarly, if the 32x was meant to be an extension of the mega cd, it should have the same support as any other compatible game. so this is all very confusing. ido197
@cheesb, i agree that people should choose what they want, but the 32x was a serious step forward for the mega cd, and was potentially the first step to a 32x. (the

genesis was of course the first game console to get an officially supported expansion. i'm guessing sega doesn't have the funds to shell out to bring those older games
back. there are still a lot of games that haven't been updated or remade in the current generation of systems. so i would be more than happy with a sega cd version of

streets of rage, streets of rage 2, and streets of rage 3. i really wish they'd have made a streets of rage 3 for the sega 32x just to beat the pants off of the genesis version,
but i understand why they didn't. i mean, that game is kinda old and apparently weirder than most of the games on the sega cd. i'd love to have a streets of rage 3.

unfortunately, i have to wait for the next generation. these old games would be great on any of those new systems. the fact sega forgot about this game & two cd versions
was an issue i had at the time. i was looking forward to that section and was disappointed after the first game. i'm glad sega brought it on genesis i would have just bought
that. i have fond memories of that game and emulating it was the only way i would have played it. those cd games took over the store to pick up. i only played the arcade
cd version back then. now it seems sega finally got their act together. i remember buying sega cd & 32x systems & thinking they were to much. with more current games

it would have been a better price to buy the newer games. i have to agree not having the 32x in the system would have helped sales.  5ec8ef588b
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